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W
inston Churchill once said,

with his usual lack of sym-

pathy for this country, that

“India is a geographical term. It is no

more a united nation than the Equa-

tor”. Could one say the same thing,

more accurately, about Asia — whose

“inevitable rise” has become the sub-

ject of popular discourse, if not un-

questioning faith? Asia is a geo-

graphical term, as Churchill would

have conceded, but is it a cohesive

analytical unit in any practical sense?

Are the 50-plus countries of the Asia-

Pacific region developing any com-

mon sense of purpose, or common

goals (let alone common identity) as

in the case of, say, Europe? Do they

have common political character-

istics and structures, or similar eco-

nomic patterns that would suggest

the need for pan-Asian policies? Is

there any identifiable Asian “model”

— of politics, democracy, econom-

ic management, or even (as Mahathir

Mohammed and Lee Kuan Yew used

to assert) of Asian values?

You can make the obvious point

about the region’s rapid economic

growth (though even that was not all

at the same time, for Japan did it half

a century ago, the Tigers two decades

later, and India only now), but what

else can one say about Asia that is

valid from Aden to Osaka? Japan

with its stagnant economy, debili-

tating debt and ageing population is

as different from China as Saudi Ara-

bia is from the Philippines. If there

is any noticeable commonality, it is

between India and China, since both

are large, populous and resurgent

civilisational entities. But their eco-

nomic and political systems are

different, and more importantly their

challenges today are quite different;

so are their cultural traits and dom-

inant religious traditions.

The continent does admittedly

offer itself as convenient short-hand.

The world is less and less domi-

nated by Europe and the United

States, and since Asia accounts for

60 per cent of the world’s popula-

tion and a third of global GDP, with

faster growth than the other big blocs,

it is easy to identify it as the “new”

kid on the block. It might also be ar-

gued that Europe has a high degree

of commonality only because Pro-

ject Europe is 50 years old, where-

as Project Asia is just getting un-

der way. The Asian region is already

more knitted together by trade than

before, but if there is a Project Asia,

what is it? There is the Chiang Mai

Initiative of 2000 (a multilateral cur-

rency swap), and regular meetings

of the Asia Pacific Economic Co-

operation (Apec), of Asean as well

as of Asean+3 and Asean+6, and

the Asian Regional Forum. But what

do these really amount to? Pretty lit-

tle, at the moment.

This is of a piece with that other

artificial construct, the Bric quar-

tet. Once again, there is no real com-

monality, and in this case, not even

any geographical continuity. The four

Bric countries’ levels of development

are vastly different (Russia’s per capi-

ta income is five or six times India’s,

and Brazil’s is twice China’s, which

is more than twice India’s). Brazil

and Russia are fundamentally com-

modity plays, while China and India

are both net commodity importers.

All you can say is that they command

large land areas.

Meanwhile, Asia itself may be un-

easy with the implications of its own

“rise”! Many Asian countries are plain-

ly nervous about a potentially as-

sertive China, whose story is the most

compelling across the continent. The

Asean countries would like a coun-

terweight within Asia (India being

the obvious but somewhat inade-

quate candidate), and India itself

would prefer to have the US as the

dominant power in the region rather

than China. So would Japan and

South Korea, though there is no love

lost between them.

Which Asia?

T
he growth of the entitlement

economy in the US, particu-

larly under Presidents Bush

and Obama, has, as I expect-

ed, led to the US military budg-

et being pared as signalled by Secre-

tary of Defence Gates. Though US mili-

tary spending will still be larger than that

of the next 10 military powers combined,

like Rome, entitlements to politically de-

termined income streams are begin-

ning to sap the sinews of its military

strength. Despite its rhetoric, the Obama

administration also seems to be recon-

ciled to a nuclear Iran. Whilst Kim I1 Jong

continues to turn a deaf ear at any attempt

to make him give up his nuclear weapons.

The world is becoming a very dangerous

place under his watch.

Though the ingenuity and enterprise

of the American people remain undi-

minished and prognostications of the US’

economic decline in both absolute and rel-

ative terms are rather premature, the growth

of its entitlement economy could signal

the beginning of the end of the US im-

perium. The world may thus be at a turn-

ing point similar to that at the end of the

19th century when the rise of two emerg-

ing economic powers — the US and Ger-

many — began to challenge the econom-

ic, financial and eventually military hege-

mony that Britain had maintained for near-

ly half a century. Though it took two ma-

jor World Wars and nearly 50 years to end

the British Empire. Today, many are com-

paring the major emerging Asian giants

in geopolitical terms to these emerging

powers at the end of the 19th century, with

India being cast in the role of the US

and China in that of Willhemine Germany.

I will examine the validity of this com-

parison in my next column. But before that,

I want to examine the dynamics of the cre-

ation of an entitlement society and its

effects on a country’s existing and po-

tential economic (and its close correlate

military) power in this column.

As with medical experiments, the dy-

namics of an entitlement economy are best

seen in microcosm in the small, natural

resource-rich open economies of the Third

World, like Jamaica, Sri Lanka, Tanza-

nia or Peru. Reliant on commodity exports

for their prosperity, they are subject to the

volatility of their terms of trade linked

to the cycles in world commodity prices.

The export sectors also provide the main

source of public revenues, which fluctu-

ate with world commodity prices. During

the boom, with public coffers flush, “rent-

seekers” flock to obtain politically deter-

mined entitlements. Governments keen to

expand their clientele find it expedient

to succumb. With the turn in the commodity

cycle, and expenditures inflexible because

of the entitlements granted in the boom,

and revenues falling, there is an actual

or incipient fiscal crisis. This is met, in suc-

cessive cycles, by ratcheting up export tax-

es. Eventually this rising tax burden on the

productive sector leads to a permanent fall

in output and revenues, and a full-blown

fiscal crisis.

T
his is sought to be met by borrowing

(usually from abroad). When its lim-

its are reached, as lenders react to the fall

in output by taking fright, the monetary

spigots are turned on to raise the inflation

tax. As the inflation tax rises, the popu-

lace escapes it by limiting holdings of do-

mestic money, and the inflation tax ac-

tually starts declining. The government is

then faced with a fiscal-cum-debt-cum-

foreign exchange-cum-inflationary crisis.

Often in this downward spiral, the gov-

ernment finds its revenues insufficient to

even pay its functionaries providing pub-

lic goods like the police, defence and util-

ities. It seems to be faced with the un-

Marxian “withering away of the state”.

It is only when it is staring at such an abyss

that governments undertake the rescinding

of the politically determined entitlements

to income streams, which are the ultimate

cause of the multifaceted crisis they face.

The US is still a long way from this de-

nouement. But as the current travails of

California show, it is not unimaginable.

Whilst the current debt crisis in Greece

and the incipient ones in the UK and oth-

er European welfare states show, once the

primrose path of the entitlement econo-

my is trodden, it is politically very diffi-

cult to get off until close to the abyss.

What then of the emerging Asian

powers which, in the future, could con-

ceivably challenge the US? China under

Mao had, in keeping with its Commu-

nist ideology, sought to create the ulti-

mate entitlement economy. The recog-

nition of its economic failure with Deng

Tsiao Ping’s economic liberalisation pro-

gramme in the late 1980’s, also led to

smashing of the “iron rice bowl and the

creation of the freest labour market in

the world”. Being once bitten, twice shy,

the Chinese remain reluctant to cre-

ate a new entitlement economy, despite

the advice from many welfare state pro-

ponents from the West who want China

to raise domestic consumption by ex-

panding entitlements. Instead, the Chi-

nese are rightly following the classi-

cal liberal advice of raising the demand

for labour in productive enterprises,

which, by raising labour incomes (un-

like entitlements), ensures sustain-

able alleviation of poverty.

India, by contrast, which seemed to have

turned its back on Nehruvian dirigisme

with the liberalisation following the eco-

nomic crisis that its past dirigisme had

caused, appears to have begun to seriously

tread the primrose path of the entitlement

economy. After the 2004 elections, the eco-

nomic reformers responsible for the 1991

liberalisation, who once again came to pow-

er, were forced to trim their sails by their

Communist coalition partners, particular-

ly in rescinding the colonial labour laws

which still hamper the labour-intensive in-

dustrialisation that India needs to alleviate

its ancient poverty.

With the recent victory of the Conress

and the decimation of its previous Com-

munist allies, it seemed that the govern-

ment could now speak with a unified voice

and undertake the so-called second gen-

eration economic reforms. Instead, the re-

formers are again being hamstrung. The

dirigiste Opposition is now present with-

in the Congress led by the refurbished Na-

tional Advisory Council set up by 10

Janpath. A vast expansion of the enti-

tlement economy and the quotacracy have

begun. Though — as in the small, boom-

time, resource-rich open economies —

these may seem to be easily financed

by growth, the damage they can do to In-

dia’s productive potential once this prim-

rose path is trodden, makes me wonder

about India’s ability to achieve the great

power status it craves for.

T
he Oxford Book of Modern Science

Writing, edited by the geneticist

Richard Dawkins (Special Indian

Price, Rs 295), is an anthology of bits

and pieces of science writing from 1917

to 2007 that attempts to make the grow-

ing frontiers of modern science intel-

ligible to non-scientists. The selection

represents the personal choice of

Dawkins, whose books — The Selfish

Gene, The Blind Watchmaker, Climbing

Mount Improbable and The God Delu-

sion, among others — mark him out

as an unbeliever and an “outsider”, and

so is this collection that is different from

the earlier classics of popular science

like John Carey’s The Faber Book of Sci-

ence and Martin Gardner’s The Sacred

Beetle and Other Great Essays plus a

whole lot of others. But to the extent

it bridges the two cultures of art and sci-

ence, and the widening gulf between

the two, it fulfils a need.

There are 83 short pieces here spread

over 400 pages, divided into four sec-

tions — What Scientists Study, Who Sci-

entists Are, What Scientists Think and

What Scientists Delight In — which, be-

tween them, cover the major writings

of every major scientist of the 20th cen-

tury. This is very wide coverage that has

compelled Dawkins to cut them short,

every piece and nearly all paragraphs

ending in [….]. Which, in many cas-

es, leaves you in the lurch just as you

are getting into the grips of the argu-

ment. On the other hand, Dawkins pro-

vides a little introduction to each essay,

explaining why he chose to include it

which could tempt you to go to the orig-

inals, all of which are available here or

in second-hand editions via Google

on the Internet.

All anthologies invariably provoke a

mixed response but they have one great

advantage: their variety with a promise

of something for every reader which you

can dip into, backwards and forwards,

put it down, wander around and come

back to it afresh. So, it is here, begin-

ning a little from S Chandrasekhar’s

Truth and Beauty: Aesthetics and Mo-

tivations in Science and G H Hardy’s

A Mathematician’s Apology.

In a lecture on Shakespeare, Newton,

and Beethoven, or Patterns of Creativ-

ity, Chandrasekhar had said there was

no difference in the ultimate aims of both

arts and sciences: the quest for beauty

which is, quoting Heisenberg, “the prop-

er conformity of the parts to one another

and to the whole”. This definition touched

the essence of what we describe as “beau-

tiful” and it applied as much to Shake-

speare’s King Lear as to Newton’s Prin-

cipia. Dawkins includes just the bare

bones of the essay but should it lead

us on to read the whole of it, or the book

itself (reprinted by Penguin India), it

would have served its purpose. All the

same, Indian readers will feel let down

to be cut short.

Much the same feeling of incom-

pleteness comes from the extract from

Hardy’s A Mathematician’s Apology.

In C P Snow’s Introduction, Snow talks

about Hardy’s discovery of the math-

ematical genius of Ramanujam. Hardy

had visited Ramanujam when he was

lying in a London hospital. To cheer

him up, Hardy told him that he came

in a cab with a number 1729 and that

he was sure that this number was of

absolutely no interest. “No, Hardy! No,

Hardy! It is a very interesting number.

It is the smallest number that can be

expressed in two different ways as the

sum of two cubes. (That is, 103 +93 or

123+13 = 1729).

Erwin Schrödinger’s What is Life?

has influenced a whole generation of

physicists and biologists, and the extract

included here is the key passage from

the book which discusses “how living

matter evades the decay to an equilib-

rium state”. Schrödinger considers dif-

ferent aspects of entropy in physics which

had wide applications in molecular bi-

ology but again doesn’t go far enough

to give a fuller explanation of the con-

cept. But since the book is widely avail-

able here, you can check it out for fur-

ther reference: the relevant chapter in

the book is, Order, Disorder and Entropy.

Primo Levi (1919-87) was an indus-

trial chemist, writer and an Auschwitz

survivor. His first book, If This is a Man

(also as Survival in Auschwitz) and

his last, The Drowned and the Saved are

among the best books of witness. In be-

tween he also slipped in The Periodic

Table, which is a unique combination of

autobiography and chemistry. Each chap-

ter is headed by the name of an element. 

Carbon, from which this extract has

been taken (it is the last chapter in the

book), happens to be biographical in

another sense. It is the biography of a par-

ticular carbon atom that conveys a rich ar-

ray of scientific facts and wisdom. For in-

stance, we get an idea of the time scale on

which an atom plays out its existence;

of the great underground reservoir of lime-

stone (or coal or chalk) into which carbon

atoms are locked for millions of years punc-

tuated by excursions into the living econ-

omy via plants and photosynthesis.

For a book of this range and diver-

sity, you can treat it as a very useful ref-

erence book which should prompt you

to go for the real thing.

W
hy do politicians talk

so much? It could be

that their running

commentary on every subject

under the sun is their chief stock

in trade. For what is a politician

worth without his sayings and

doings being widely reported

to the public? Still, being vocal

and voluble are not at all the

same thing. Soon after one min-

ister, Shashi Tharoor, has lost

his job, with his verbal indis-

cretions exacerbating more se-

rious misdemeanours, we have

another, Jairam Ramesh, who

could lose his because of shoot-

ing from the lip.

Political capitals like New Del-

hi have always thrived on loose

talk. It used to be that yesterday’s

rumour or off-the-cuff remark

took time to develop into a juicy

front page headline; but the age

of the ubiquitous TV camera, the

condensed, crunchy, 30-second

soundbite and raised decibels of

studio debates, has loosened

tongues promiscuously.

It is not merely what politi-

cians say but how they say it —

and the speed with which their

utterances are conveyed to a vast

public via the new media — that

has changed the rules of the

game. Consider Jairam Ramesh’s

use of hyperbolic adjectives, from

Beijing to Bhopal: he thinks the

home ministry is “paranoid”,

“alarmist” and “imagining

demons” about security clear-

ance for Chinese investors in In-

dia; he thinks convocation gowns

are “barbaric” and “colonial relics”

at university ceremonies.

For a man of remarkable and

multiple talents (an IIT and man-

agement graduate, an experi-

enced Planning Commission and

ministry technocrat, a key elec-

tion strategist for the Congress

party, assured columnist and wit

credited with coining the term

“Chindia”), where did Ramesh

lose the art of understatement?

And after all these years of reg-

ular interaction with the me-

dia, for him to argue that his

remarks to journalists in China

were “off the record” is like a

born-again virgin claiming an im-

maculate conception.

When political leaders make

challenging remarks about par-

ty colleagues, there is often a

strategic motive. When Digvijay

Singh accused P Chidambaram

of being “extremely rigid” and

“intellectually arrogant” after the

Dantewada Maoist massacre, his

purpose was clearly to guard his

turf in Madhya Pradesh and Chat-

tisgarh and pander to a large trib-

al constituency. But Jairam

Ramesh, a Rajya Sabha member

from Andhra Pradesh, has no

such constituency, and with a re-

election due next month, should

have known better, in the con-

text of Tharoor’s ouster and the

prime minister ordering his Cab-

inet to hold their tongues. (Mani

Shankar Aiyar’s assertion that

he agreed with Digvijay Singh

“one lakh per cent” was okay be-

cause, having lately been elect-

ed to the Rajya Sabha, he has but

little to lose.)

Why, then, do ministers like

Ramesh and Tharoor talk so

much and out of turn? There can

be two possible answers. One

is overweening confidence. The

false sense of security and com-

fort that high office induces must

have an emboldening effect: that

you can dish it out and get away

with it as and when you please.

For instance, it is widely assumed

in Delhi that the departure of

diplomat Shyam Saran, the PM’s

adviser on climate change, after

the Copenhagen summit was

principally due to differences be-

tween him and Ramesh. Ramesh

may have won that round but

could he go on winning? 

And there is another thing,

and that is the ethos known as

“Congress culture”. It is a mode

of political practice that is es-

sentially conservative, sternly hi-

erarchical and often hypocriti-

cal. It adheres to a pecking order

and style defined by subservience;

everything else is liable to be con-

strued as dissidence. Like a Vic-

torian dinner table, Congress cul-

ture prefers that younger mem-

bers be seen and speak mainly

when spoken to. However much

we may personally agree that

gowns and mortarboards are ob-

solete or that Gandhi would have

liked us to work on his birth-

day rather than take the day off,

it’s not what Congress party eld-

ers like hearing from Ramesh

and Tharoor.
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I
have the rare privilege of pos-

sessing a sketch painted by Ra-

bidranath Tagore. Also an au-

tographed photograph of his.

No one now remembers Krishna

Kriplani. He taught at Santiniketan

for nearly 15 years, beginning in

1933. Indira Gandhi was study-

ing at Santiniketan and got to know

Krishna well. When she became

prime minister, she nominated him

to the Rajya Sabha.

Krishna married Tagore’s grand

niece, Nandita. Gandhiji and

Jawharlal Nehru knew Krishna

Kriplani intimately. When Tagore

died on August 7, 1941, Nehru was

in jail. To Krishna Kriplani he

wrote: “I have met many big peo-

ple in various parts of the world.

But I have no doubt in my mind

that two biggest I have had the

privilege meeting have been Gand-

hi & Tagore. I think they have been

the two outstanding personalities

in the world during the last quar-

ter of a century... And I think of

the richness of India’s age-long

cultural genius which can throw

up in the same generation two such

master types... .”

Krishna Kriplani’s biography

of Tagore, published in London,

New York and New Delhi is among

the best ever written. It is an in-

spired work.

I got to know Krishna Kriplani

in the late 50’s. Our friendship

flourished over the years. He was

more than 20 years older than me.

He treated me with much affec-

tion and was an appreciative and

generous critic of my writing.

He and Indira Gandhi were on

first names. She bestowed the Pad-

ma Bhushan on a very embar-

rassed and reluctant Krishna. The

declaration of the Emergency ap-

palled and distressed this man

of lofty principles and integrity.

When he finally left New Del-

hi at the end of his second Rajya

Sabha term, he, most generously

and unexpectedly, gave me the

two treasures I have mentioned

above. “I am settling in Santi-

niketan. With Nandita gone (she

died of cancer) I have no use for

worldly possessions. I know you

will take good care of these heir-

looms of mine.” I had no words to

thank him. Silent acceptance was

the only answer. 

Except in East and West Ben-

gal, not many people read Tagore

today. Two eminent Indians,

Amartya Sen (The Argumenta-

tive Indian) and Nirad C Chaudhuri

(Thy Hand, Great Anarch!) have

brought Tagore back to the Republic

of Letters. Nirad C Chaudhuri, a

dedicated iconoclast, wrote: “And

if I were asked who was the great-

est poet produced by India, including

the greatest of the ancient Indians,

Kalidas, I would certainly reply:

‘Tagore’, but not 'Tagore, alas!”

I have been to Santiniketan

twice. The second time was in 2004,

when, as foreign minister, I hand-

ed over to the vice chancellor

the gold replicas of Tagore’s No-

bel Prize medal. The originals had

been stolen. Yes, stolen. The No-

bel Committee generously sent us

the replicas. Amartya Sen, Gopal

Gandhi, Pranab Mukherjee and

Somnath Chatterjee were also

present at the function. 

My head and heart revolted on

seeing an uncared for Santinike-

tan . Gurudev Tagore would have

wept if he were able to revisit

his creation.

Will the authorities in Santi-

niketan wake up on the 150th birth

anniversary of the poet and do

something worthwhile?

If Pranab Mukherjee did not

exist, it would be necessary for the

UPA to invent him. Here is a man,

75 years of age, working almost

20 hours a day. He

is a one-man army,

whom no political

party can ignore.

With one six-year

break, he has been

a Central minister

for almost 30 years.

He first became finance minis-

ter at the age of 44.

He is erudite without being

pedantic. He is good at deflating

amiable frauds. His energy, stam-

ina, vast political experience and

his judgment invite respect. He

has the memory of an elephant.

Actually, elephants consult him

from time to time!!

I sat with him in the Congress

Working Committee and Cabinet.

In both, he excelled. For the UPA,

he is indispensable. Here is a min-

ister who resolves crisis after

crisis, keeps the Opposition in good

humour, the media satisfied and

has so far not fallen foul of So-

nia Gandhi. Prime Minister Man-

mohan Singh worked under him

for several years. He is always

courteous to “Dr Sahib”, as he calls

the prime minister. I have not met

him for several years but I do

follow his functioning with much

interest. Having resolved the Tha-

roor tangle, he should now find

a way out from the mess Shri Jai

Sia Ram Ramesh has created.

Finally, Britain has a govern-

ment. The first coalition in 70 years.

Prime Minister

David Cameron is

43, his foreign min-

ister William Hague

is 49. The Liberal

Democrat leader

and Deputy Prime

Minister Nick Clegg

is 43. A new generation has now

appeared on the British political

firmament. Coalitions in Britain

have not lasted long. 

Tailpiece

Two Israeli ministers were hav-

ing a discussion. Minister A  said

to Minister B, “Let us go to war

with the United States.” “What on

earth for,” asked Minister B. A said,

“If we lose the war, the Americans

will bail us out, as they did to Ger-

many and Japan after World War-

II,” B thought for a few seconds

and asked A, “Suppose we win the

war, what then?”

Carrying Krishna’s heirlooms

Gurudev Tagore

would have wept

if he were able

to revisit

Santiniketan
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